The adult man in Africa, unlike the average European man, can have a biological fitness exceeding that of his wife. Sociocultural factors allow, and indeed encourage, this state of affairs, which may have far-reaching genetic consequences. The male procreative superiority index (MPSI) of any man is easily worked out by dividing the total number of a man's children by the average number of children born to each wife. The country-wide mean MPSI for 3095 fathers contacted throughout Ghana was 2-03, indicating that the Ghanaian father on the average has twice as many children as the mother. The genetic consequences of this phenomenon are discussed, bringing out effects on such diverse genes as those for abnormal haemoglobins, twins, and extra digits. African anthropogenetics needs rethinking more on factual lines than on theoretical evolutionary concepts.
Introduction
A statement like, "The male in Africa has more children than the female"' sounds like a genetic heresy, but this is exactly what happens in most of tropical Africa. Go to any African village, collect 100 children, identify their parents, and you will find that they have about 20 mothers but only 10 fathers between them. Repeating the experiment in Scotland would give a different result-the 100 children would most probably point to 40 fathers and 40 mothers. The first obvious consequence of this phenomenon is that the African children have more genes in common than the Scottish children. The genetic "likeness" of the African children (hence of the African population) considerably exceeds that of the Scottish children (and population) in a way that cannot be satisfactorily explained by their different in-breeding coefficients alone. If biological fitness is defined as "the number ofgenes one contributes to the offspring generation"2 then the adult man in Africa, unlike the man in Scotland, has a greater fitness than the wife. This male procreative superiority in Africa has been quantified in the Ghanaian population' by using a convenient index-the male procreative superiority index (MPSI The incidence of abnormal haemoglobin traits in West Africa is not less than 33% of the healthy population.5-7 In a Ugandan population 45 0 of those examined had the sickle-cell trait. 8 The usual explanation for such high trait incidence is through a balanced polymorphic phenomenon whereby the traits in Africa enjoyed a preferential survival advantage over both the abnormal homozygote (which was eliminated early in life anyway) and the normal homozygote which was generally decimated by falciparum malaria before passing many normal genes on to the offspring generation. The trait, it is argued, had a greater biological fitness over the centuries than either homozygote, and hence the present extraordinarily high rates when the very converse should have been the case for a deleterious gene.
Discussion
The following question needs asking: "Is the polymorphism hypothesis9 alone adequate to explain such high trait frequencies (30-45%) in some regions of Africa?" I think Roberts and Lehmann '5 were right when they said that apart from polymorphic considerations gene frequency in any population sample will also depend "on a combination of social and ecological factors and the mating system of the people." Western geneticists must attempt to quantify accurately each of the factors that go to influence gene frequencies in real life in the rest of the world. Bonney and Konotey-Ahulull produced a mathematical model clarifying the role of polygamy in the maintenance of genetic equilibrium. They showed that because the West African husband with sickle-cell trait (who has a one in three chance of marrying another trait, AC or AS) would tend to marry more wives in an attempt to find one whose children do not have chwechweechwe (sickle-cell disease), he has a greater fitness than the non-trait AA husband. As the latter could never have a child with sickle-cell disease regardless of whom he What has been discussed above is no mere theoretical exercise. It is an everyday African reality that has been sadly ignored in international schemes of population control. The man in Africa has been completely ignored while he quietly moves out of his own generation into the generation of his children and grandchildren to acquire female vehicles through whom he disseminates his genes. As has been pointed out before, '4 in countries where polygamy is legalised "if sickle cell trait men could be selectively persuaded to abstain from polygamy, the sickling rate in the population would be gradually reduced," and the man in a developing country who refuses to take a younger wife when his first wife arrives at the menopause is doing the country a great deal of service "not only by reducing the population explosion, but, if he is a sickler, by deliberately limiting his contribution of genes to the community." '7 A generous research grant was provided by the 
